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ORTHOGONAL RESOLUTIONS AND LATIN SQUARES∗

Svetlana Topalova, Stela Zhelezova

Abstract. Resolutions which are orthogonal to at least one other resolu-
tion (RORs) and sets of m mutually orthogonal resolutions (m-MORs) of
2-(v, k, λ) designs are considered. A dependence of the number of noniso-
morphic RORs and m-MORs of multiple designs on the number of inequiv-
alent sets of v/k − 1 mutually orthogonal latin squares (MOLS) of size m is
obtained.

1. Introduction.
1.1. Mutually orthogonal resolutions of designs. For the basic

concepts and notations concerning combinatorial designs and their resolvability
refer, for instance, to [3], [4], [8] or [31].

Let V = {Pi}
v
i=1 be a finite set of points, and let B = {Bj}

b
j=1 be a finite

collection of k-element subsets of V , called blocks. If any 2-element subset of V
is contained in exactly λ blocks of B, then D = (V,B) is a 2 − (v, k, λ) design,
or balanced incomplete block design (BIBD). Each point of D is contained in r
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blocks. We shall call two blocks B1 and B2 equal (B1 = B2) if they contain
exactly the same points, and two designs D1 = (V1,B1) and D2 = (V2,B2) equal
(D1 = D2) if V1 = V2 and B1 = B2.

Two designs are isomorphic if there exists a bijection from the point
and block sets of the first design to respectively the point and block sets of the
second design, and if this bijection does not change the point-block incidence.
An automorphism is an isomorphism of the design to itself, i.e. a permutation of
the points that maps the blocks into blocks.

Each 2-(v, k, λ) design determines the existence of 2-(v, k,mλ) designs for
any integer m > 1. The 2-(v, k,mλ) designs are called quasimultiples of a 2-
(v, k, λ) design. A 2− (v, k,mλ) quasimultiple design is called an m-fold multiple
of 2-(v, k, λ) designs if there is a partition of its blocks into m subcollections B1,
B2, . . .Bm, which form 2-(v, k, λ) designs D1,D2, . . . ,Dm. If D1 = D2 = · · · =
Dm we call the design a true m-fold multiple of D1.

A parallel class is a partition of the point set by blocks. A resolution of
the design is a partition of the collection of blocks by parallel classes. We denote
by q the number of blocks in a parallel class (q = v/k). We shall call two parallel
classes of the resolution R, R1 and R2 equal (R1 = R2) if each block of R1 is
equal to a block of R2 and vice versa. The design is resolvable if it has at least
one resolution. Two resolutions are isomorphic if there exists an automorphism
of the design mapping each parallel class of the first resolution to a parallel class
of the second one.

Two resolutions R1 and R2 of the same design are mutually orthogonal
if every parallel class of R1 shares at most one block with every parallel class of
R2 (blocks are labelled in this case). Orthogonal resolutions may or may not be
isomorphic to each other. A doubly resolvable design (DRD) is a design which
has at least two pairwise orthogonal resolutions. We denote by ROR a resolution
which is orthogonal to at least one other resolution, and by m-MOR a set of
m mutually orthogonal resolutions. Two m-MORs are isomorphic if there is
an automorphism of the design mapping the first one to the second one. The
m-MOR is maximal if it cannot be extended to an m + 1-MOR. We call two m-
MORs component equivalent if there exists a bijection from the first to the second
one, such that each resolution of the first m-MOR is mapped to an isomorphic
resolution of the second one. This definition is not universally accepted, but gives
useful additional information about the m-MORs considered.

1.2. Sets of mutually orthogonal latin squares. For the definitions
and notations concerning sets of orthogonal latin squares we follow [9] and [17].

A latin square of side (order) n is an n × n array in which each cell
contains a single symbol from an n-element set S, such that each symbol occurs
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exactly once in each row and exactly once in each column. A latin square exists
for any integer side n. An m× n latin rectangle is an m × n array in which each
cell contains a single symbol from an n-element set S, such that each symbol
occurs exactly once in each row and at most once in each column. An m×n latin
rectangle can always be completed to a latin square of side n.

Let L be a latin square of side n on a symbol set E3 with rows indexed by
the elements of the n-element set E1 and columns indexed by the elements of the
n-element set E2. Let τ = {(x1, x2, x3) : L(x1, x2) = x3} and let a, b, and c be
three different integers from the set {1, 2, 3}. The (a, b, c)-conjugate of L, L(a,b,c)

has rows indexed by Ea, columns by Eb, and symbols by Ec, and is defined by
L(a,b,c)(xa, xb) = xc for each (x1, x2, x3) ∈ τ .

Two latin squares L1 and L2 are equivalent (isotopic) if there are three
bijections from the rows, columns and symbols of L1 to the rows, columns and
symbols, respectively, of L2 that map L1 to L2. L1 and L2 are main class equiv-
alent if L1 is equivalent to any conjugate of L2.

Consider two latin squares L1 and L2 of side n with rows indexed by
E1, and columns by E2. Let L1 = (aij) on symbol set E3 and L2 = (bij) on
symbol set E4. These latin squares are mutually orthogonal if every element in
E3 × E4 occurs exactly once among the n2 pairs (aij , bij), i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. A
set of m latin squares L1, L2, . . . , Lm such that Li and Lj are orthogonal for
i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, i 6= j is called a set of mutually orthogonal latin squares ( a set
of MOLS). A set of m MOLS of side n can have at most n− 1 elements, namely
2 ≤ m < n, but formally a set of m MOLS can be defined for m = 1 too, which
is actually a latin square.

We give below definitions of conjugates and main class equivalence of
sets of MOLS similar to the definitions of conjugates and main class equivalence
of latin squares. For m = 1 they yield the corresponding definitions for latin
squares.

Let M be a set of m MOLS L1, L2, . . . , Lm of side n with rows and
columns indexed by the elements of the n-element sets E1 and E2 and on symbol
sets E3, E4, . . . , Em+2 respectively. Let τ = {(x1, x2, . . . , xm+2) : Li(x1, x2) =
xi+2, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m} and {a1, a2, . . . , am+2} = {1, 2, . . . ,m+2}. The (a1, a2, . . . ,
am+2) conjugate of M, M(a1,a2,...,am+2) contains the latin squares Li : Li(xa1

, xa2
)

= xai+2
, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m for each (x1, x2, . . . , xm+2) ∈ τ .

Two sets of m MOLS Ma and Mb are equivalent (isotopic) if there are
m + 2 bijections from Ea1, Ea2, . . . , Eam+2 of Ma respectively to Eb1, Eb2, . . . ,
Ebm+2 of Mb that map Ma to Mb. This definition allows reordering of the rows
and columns of all squares together and of the symbols of each square individually
[17]. Owens and Preece [27] classify complete sets of MOLS of order 9 up to such
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equivalence.
Ma and Mb are main class equivalent if Ma is equivalent to some con-

jugate of Mb.

1.3. Applications. MORs can be used in cryptography, statistics, etc.,
see, for instance, [2], [5], [6], [24]. Applications, however, often depend on proper-
ties of the underlying design (block intersections for instance), or of the m-MOR
(critical sets, etc.), which may not follow from the design parameters. From that
point of view, classification results for doubly resolvable designs and orthogonal
resolutions might be very useful.

1.4. Previous results. There are many papers devoted to the existence
or nonexistence of DRDs with certain parameters and to setting lower bounds on
m for the m-MORS with given parameters. The starter-adder method [28] is the
most often and very successfully used one and many serious results have been
obtained in this field. The newest achievements and an extended bibliography
and summary of previous works can be found in [1] and [21]. For more details see
for instance [10], [11], [12], [15], [19], [20], [22], [23], [33]. Another approach that
has been used by some authors is to apply orthogonality tests to the resolutions of
the classified designs with certain parameters and sometimes additional properties
(automorphisms, etc.), see for instance, [7], [18], [29], [30].

A Room square of side n, RS(n), is equivalent to a 2-MOR of a 2-(n +
1,2,1) BIBD. The first classification results that appeared were for Room squares
with small parameters [13], [14], [26]. A computer classification of m-MORs with
small parameters is presented in our recent paper [32] and the DRDs, RORs
and m-MORs themselves can be downloaded from the first author’s web page
(presently http://www.moi.math.bas.bg/˜svetlana).

1.5. The main result of this paper. The present work was inspired by
problems, which appeared when we classified by computer search RORs, DRDs
and m-MORs with small parameters [32], namely full classification was not possi-
ble for some parameters due to the very big number of non-isomorphic m-MORs
of true m-fold multiples. We derive the lower bounds in the next section to
illustrate the growth of this number with the parameters and to discuss other
classification approaches.

The main result is Theorem 3.1, which is followed by useful corollaries.

2. Relation to latin squares.

Proposition 2.1. Let D be a 2-(v, k, λ) design and v = 2k (q = 2).
1) D is doubly resolvable iff it is resolvable and each set of k points is

contained either in no block, or in at least two blocks of the design.
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2) If D is doubly resolvable and at least one set of k points is contained
in m blocks, and the rest in 0 or more than m blocks, then D has at least one
maximal m-MOR, no µ-MORs for µ > m and no maximal µ-MORs for µ < m.

P r o o f. If v = 2k and one block of a parallel class is known, the point
set of the second one of this class is known too. Suppose D has m-MOR
R1,R2, . . .Rm. Consider p equal blocks of the design. Denote by 1, 2, . . . , p
the parallel classes of R1, in which these blocks are, the blocks themselves by
11, 21, . . . , p1 and the second blocks in the classes by 12, 22, . . . , p2. Since block i1
should be with block j2 (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , p) at most once in a parallel class of the
m-MOR, the class numbers of the second blocks form an m × p latin rectangle
(see Figure 1).

Partition the collection of parallel classes of R1 into subcollections P1, P2,
. . . , Ps, such that two classes are in the same subcollection iff they are equal.

1) Consider two orthogonal resolutions R1 and R2 and let B1 and B2 form
a parallel class of R1, while B1 and B′

2 and respectively B′

1 and B2 form parallel
classes of R2. Then B1 = B′

1 and B2 = B′

2. As the parallel class containing B1

and B2 was arbitrary chosen, any block of D has at least one equal block, i.e. if
a set of k points is contained in a block of D, then it is contained in at least 2
blocks.

2) Suppose each block has at least one equal block and D has a resolution
R1. We can construct an orthogonal resolution R2 such that: the first block of
each class is the first block of the corresponding class of R1 and the second blocks
of the classes of Pi form a 2 × |Pi| latin rectangle, i = 1, 2, . . . , s.

If D is a DRD, it has at least two orthogonal resolutions R1 and R2. The
second blocks of Pi form a 2×|Pi| latin rectangle, i = 1, 2, . . . , s. A latin rectangle
can be completed to a latin square. Since |Pi| ≥ m, all 2 × |Pi| latin rectangles
can be completed to m × |Pi| latin rectangles, i.e. µ-MORs with 2 ≤ µ < m
cannot be maximal, because they are extendable to m-MORs. Since ∃i, |Pi| = m,
µ-MORs are not possible for µ > m.

4 equal parallel classes of 3 mutually orthogonal resolutions of designs with v = 2k
(designs with parameters 2-(6, 3, 16), 2-(8, 4, 12), 2-(10, 5, 32), 2-(12, 6, 20), etc.)

1 2 3 4 latin rectangle
R1 1112 2122 3132 4142 1 2 3 4
R2 1122 2112 3142 4132 =⇒ 2 1 4 3
R3 1132 2142 3112 4122 3 4 1 2

Fig. 1. m-MORs and latin squares
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3. Relation to sets of MOLS.

Theorem 3.1. Let lq−1,m be the number of main class inequivalent sets
of q − 1 MOLS of side m, m ≥ q. Let the 2-(v,k,mλ) design D be a true m-fold
multiple of a resolvable 2-(v,k,λ) design d, and v = kq. If lq−1,m > 0, then D

is doubly resolvable and has at least







(v − 1)λ

k − 1
+ lq−1,m − 1

(v − 1)λ

k − 1






m-MORs, which

are nonisomorphic, but component equivalent.

P r o o f. Consider a resolution R1 of D, such that each parallel class of R1

is equal to a parallel class of a resolution of d. Denote by rd the number of parallel

classes of d, rd =
(v − 1)λ

k − 1
. We can partition the collection of blocks of R1 into

subcollections P1, P2, . . . , Prd
of size mq, such that each subcollection contains all

q blocks of m equal classes. Consider an arbitrary subcollection Pi. Assign the
parallel classes of Pi the numbers 1, 2, . . . ,m, and the blocks in a parallel class
the numbers 1, 2, . . . , q. Thus we denote by j the j-th parallel class in Pi, and by
jk its k-th block.

An m-MOR containing resolutions R1,R2, . . . ,Rm can be constructed as
follows: Each resolution contains the same subcollections of equal blocks, but the
parallel classes of blocks within these subcollections are different. Namely, the m
parallel classes of Pi (i = 1, . . . , rd) satisfy:

• in each resolution:

– the first block of the p-th parallel class is the same as the first block of
the p-th parallel class of resolution R1;

– the number ( 1, 2, . . . , q) of any block in his parallel class is the same as
its number in his parallel class of resolution R1.

• Blocks 2, . . . , q of the parallel classes of Pi of resolutions R2, . . . ,Rm are
chosen in such a way that their parallel class numbers in R1 form a set
Mi of q − 1 MOLS of side m (L1, L2, . . . , Lq−1). The set of MOLS Mi is
defined by τ = {(x1, x2, . . . , xq+1) : Lj(x1, x2) = xj+2, j = 1, 2, . . . , q − 1},
where x1 is the number of the resolution of the m-MOR, x2 the number of
the parallel class of Pi, and xj the class number (in Pi of R1) of the xj−1-st
block in the parallel class, j = 3, . . . , q + 1 (see Figure 2a).

The construction is applied to Pi for i = 1, 2, . . . , rd and it follows from
the definition of MOLS that these m resolutions are mutually orthogonal and
form an m-MOR.
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Permutation of parallel classes, numbers of equal classes, or resolutions
of the m-MOR invokes respectively permutation of columns, symbols and rows
of all latin squares in Mi. A nontrivial point automorphism α can map some of
the blocks of the classes of Pi to one another and thus invoke mapping of Mi to
one of its conjugates (an example is presented in Fig. 2b), or α can map Pi to Pj

for some i 6= j, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , rd and thus Mi to a conjugate of Mj . Therefore
there are at least lq−1,m inequivalent ways to fix Mi. To obtain a set of m-MORs
we fix i1 of the MOLS in the first way, i2 in the second, . . . , ilq−1,m

in the last,
where i1 + i2 + · · · + ilq−1,m

= rd.
Denote by Q(u,w) the number of different ways to choose u integers i1,

i2, . . . , iu, such that i1 + i2 + · · · + iu = w. Fixing i1 in all the possible ways

we get Q(u,w) =

w
∑

i=0

Q(u − 1, w − i) = Q(u,w − 1) + Q(u − 1, w). It can be

proved by induction that Q(u,w) =
(u + w − 1

w

)

. That is why there are at least
(

rd + lq−1,m − 1

rd

)

nonisomorphic m-MORs. Since Pi contains equal classes, all

the resolutions of these m-MORs are isomorphic, and thus they are component
equivalent. �

The next corollary follows directly from Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 3.1.

Corollary 3.2. Let lm be the number of main class inequivalent latin
squares of side m. Let q = 2 and m ≥ 2. Let the 2-(v, k,mλ) design D be a true
m-fold multiple of a resolvable 2-(v, k, λ) design d. Then D is doubly resolvable

and has at least







(v − 1)λ

k − 1
+ lm − 1

(v − 1)λ

k − 1






nonisomorphic, but component equiva-

lent m-MORs, no maximal i-MORs for i < m, and if d is not doubly resolvable,
no i-MORs for i > m.

Corollary 3.3. Let Nd be the number of nonisomorphic resolvable 2-
(v, k, λ) designs, and Nr the number of their nonisomorphic resolutions. The
number of nonisomorphic RORs and m-MORs of 2-(v, k,mλ) designs with m ≥ q
is greater or equal to Nr and max(Nr/m,Nd) respectively.

P r o o f. Consider resolutions R1 and R2 of a 2-(v,k,mλ) design D, such
that each of their parallel classes is equal to a parallel class of the nonisomorphic
resolutions T1 and respectively T2 of a 2-(v,k,λ) design d. R1 and R2 are RORs
by Theorem 3.1. Since D and d have the same group of automorphisms, there is
no automorphism mapping the classes of R1 to classes of R2, so R1 and R2 are
nonisomorphic.
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a subcollection of 4 equal parallel classes of 4 mutually orthogonal resolutions (m = 4)
and the corresponding set of two MOLS of side 4 for designs with v = 3k (q = 3),

namely designs with parameters 2-(9, 3, 4), 2-(12, 4, 12), 2-(27, 9, 16), etc.

a) relation to a set M of two MOLS of side 4

1 2 3 4 M = M(1,2,3,4)

R1 111213 212223 313233 414243 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

R2 112233 211243 314213 413223 =⇒ 2 1 4 3 3 4 1 2

R3 113243 214233 311223 412213 3 4 1 2 4 3 2 1

R4 114223 213213 312243 411233 4 3 2 1 2 1 4 3
τ =

{(1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 2, 2, 2), (1, 3, 3, 3), (1, 4, 4, 4), (2, 1, 2, 3), (2, 2, 1, 4), (2, 3, 4, 1), (2, 4, 3, 2),
(3, 1, 3, 4), (3, 2, 4, 3), (3, 3, 1, 2), (3, 4, 2, 1), (4, 1, 4, 2), (4, 2, 3, 1), (4, 3, 2, 4), (4, 4, 1, 3)}

b) automorphism α mapping to one another the first and the second block of each
parallel class of R1

1 2 3 4

R1 121113 222123 323133 424143

R2 122133 221143 324113 423123

R3 123143 224133 321123 422113

R4 124123 223113 322143 421133

Since parallel classes are sets (unordered) of blocks, this can be written as:

1 2 3 4

R1 111213 212223 313233 414243

R2 211233 112243 413213 314223

R3 311243 412233 113223 214213

R4 411223 312213 213243 114233

Since resolutions are collections (unordered) of parallel classes, this can be written as:

1 2 3 4 M(1,3,2,4)

R1 111213 212223 313233 414243 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

R2 112243 211233 314223 413213 =⇒ 2 1 4 3 4 3 2 1

R3 113223 214213 311243 412233 3 4 1 2 2 1 4 3

R4 114233 213243 312213 411223 4 3 2 1 3 4 1 2
M(1,3,2,4) – the (1, 3, 2, 4) conjugate of M

α maps (x1, x2, x3, x4) ∈ τ to (x1, x3, x2, x4)

Fig. 2. m-MORs and MOLs

The m-MOR has m RORs. If all the RORs in each m-MOR are noniso-
morphic, the number of m-MORs is Nr/m. The resolutions in the m-MOR are of
one and the same design. That is why the number of m-MORs is at least Nd. �
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4. Lower bounds. Unfortunately we do not know any results on the
exact values of lq−1,m for q > 2, but useful lower bounds can be obtained in the
following three cases.

4.1. Existence results. Research has been carried out [17] on the exis-
tence of sets of n MOLS of side m, i.e. for many parameters it is known whether
lq−1,m > 0. This can be used to establish existence of m-MORs for some para-
meters.

4.2. Lower bounds on the number of m-MORs with q = 2. The
number of main class inequivalent latin squares of side m is known for many
values of m, and thus for q = 2 lower bounds can be set using Corollary 3.2.

The growth of the number of m-MORs for higher m is illustrated by some
lower bounds calculated by Corollary 3.2 and presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Lower bounds on the number of some m-MORs with q = 2 by Corollary 3.2.

v k λ rd m lm at least

(

rd + lm − 1

rd

)

m-MORs

6 3 16 10 4 2 11
6 3 20 10 5 2 11
6 3 24 10 6 12 352716

6 3 28 10 7 147 2.1015

6 3 32 10 8 283657 3.1042

6 3 36 10 9 19270853541 2.1096

8 4 12 7 4 2 8
8 4 15 7 5 2 8
8 4 18 7 6 12 31824

8 4 21 7 7 147 33.1010

8 4 24 7 8 283657 29.1033

8 4 27 7 9 19270853541 19.1067

The bound is rather rough, because it only counts a minimum of the m-
MORS of the true multiple design. Computer results [32] establish that there
are, for instance, 60 4-MORs of 2-(8,4,12) designs and at least 485 4-MORs of
2-(6,3,16).

4.3. Lower bounds on the number of RORs of quasimultiple
designs. By Corollary 3.3 we can calculate lower bounds on the number of RORs
for some parameters. If the designs with some parameters have many resolutions,
the number of RORs of their multiples grows very fast with the parameters. For
instance, computer results [32] show that there are no doubly resolvable 2-(10,5,8)
designs, 5 RORs of 2-(10,5,16) and 6 RORs of 2-(10,5,24) designs. But 2-(10,5,16)
designs have 27121734 resolutions, and thus by Corollary 3.3 there are at least
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27121734 RORs of 2-(10,5,32) designs, and the classification of m-MORs for such
a great number of RORs is impossible in reasonable time.

5. An open problem and some approaches. The very big number
of nonisomorphic, but component equivalent m-MORs of true m-fold multiples is
an obstacle for the classification even of m-MORs of quasimultiple designs with
relatively small parameters.

Open problem. To find classification criteria which will make it possible
to obtain all useful (with respect to possible applications) m-MORs of quasimul-
tiple designs for somewhat higher parameters.

One of the approaches might be to classify only m-MORs of simple designs
(without equal blocks), or only m-MORs of designs within some upper bound
on the number of points, in which two blocks might intersect. Yet m-MORs of
designs with several repeated blocks, or with several blocks intersecting in a great
number of points, will not be considered then, but they can have m-MORs, which
are interesting from application point of view.

Classification up to component equivalence might be another possible
approach. Yet if two equivalent m-MORs are nonisomorphic, one of them might
be extendable to an m + 1-MOR, while the other might not be. That is why
if the construction process implies backtrack search of i-MORs, and next of the
i + 1-MORs that contain each i-MOR (i=2,3,. . . ), partial solutions cannot be
eliminated effectively. Classification up to component equivalence will therefore
be not much faster than the classification up to isomorphism.
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